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Introduction

The prefrontal cortex is critical for higher cognitive functions and goal-directed behavior (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Fuster, 2001; Miller and Cohen, 2001). Specifically, sustained activity of neuronal populations in the prefrontal cortex of animals represents and maintains information for subsequent utilization (Goldman-Rakic, 1996). The fidelity of these representations has been suggested to be modulated by dopamine in a receptor-specific manner (Durstewitz et al., 2000). More specifically, a physiologically plausible dual-state model suggests that D2-receptor activation renders prefrontal representations prone to interference and disruption by allowing for several simultaneous but weak network representations (Durstewitz et al., 2000; Seamsans et al., 2001). Accordingly, blockade of D2-receptor activation should in turn enhance prefrontal representations by inhibiting potentially interfering concurrent representations (Seamsans and Yang, 2004). However, the effects of dopamine D2-receptor blockade on cognitive representations in the human prefrontal cortex have remained elusive.

Here we use dopamine receptor-specific pharmacology and multivoxel pattern-based fMRI to test the hypothesis that D2-receptor blockade enhances prefrontal reward signals in humans. Reward representations are fundamental for goal-directed behavior, learning, and decision-making. A prefrontal area key for representing reward-related information is the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; Murray et al., 2007; Wallis, 2007; Padoa-Schioppa, 2011), and neurons in this region have been shown to maintain reward information throughout delays (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Murray et al., 2007; Lara et al., 2009). Despite anatomical and cytoarchitectural differences in the OFC of different species (Wallis, 2012), neural signatures of reward value have been identified in the OFC of rodents (Schoenbaum et al., 1998; van Duuren et al., 2008; Takahashi et al., 2009), nonhuman primates (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006; Morrison and Salzman, 2009; Kennerley et al., 2011), and humans (Gottfried et al., 2003; Lebretton et al., 2009; Kahnt et al., 2010; Hare et al., 2011; Wunderlich et al., 2012; Barron et al.,...
2013; McNamee et al., 2013). Reward signals can be decoded from fMRI activity in the OFC using multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) techniques (Kahnt et al., 2010; Vickery et al., 2011; McNamee et al., 2013; Kahnt et al., 2014). Instead of focusing on single fMRI voxels, MVPA techniques combine the activity of multiple voxels and are thus capable of identifying signals that are encoded in the distributed activity of neuronal populations (Haxby et al., 2001; Haynes and Rees, 2005; Kamitani and Tong, 2005). Here we use this technique to estimate a proxy of the fidelity of prefrontal reward representations. Specifically, we reasoned that enhanced prefrontal representations should be accompanied by increased fMRI pattern separation between reward and no reward, and thus lead to increased decoding accuracy. Using this MVPA measure, we examine the effects of dopamine D2-receptor blockade on the decoding of reward signals in the human OFC. In particular, we hypothesize that blocking D2-receptor activation using the D2/D3-receptor antagonist amisulpride (Rosenzweig et al., 2002) enhances decoding of reward.

Materials and Methods

Subjects. In total, 53 right-handed, male subjects participated in the study. Two subjects (both in the placebo group) failed to follow the instructions and were excluded. This left 51 subjects, aged 18–27 years (22.4 ± 0.28 years mean ± SEM). Before the experiment (1 h 30 min ± 4 min), subjects received a pill containing either placebo (N = 24) or 400 mg of the D2-receptor antagonist amisulpride (N = 27) in a randomized and double-blind fashion. To enhance and equate acquisition time across subjects, subjects were asked to fast for 6 h before the experiment. Groups did not differ in age (t = 0.83, p = 0.41) or weight (t = 0.36, p = 0.72), and subjects were unaware of whether or not they received the drug, as assessed by postexperimental questionnaires (χ² = 0.10, p = 0.75).

Task and stimuli. To investigate neural reward signals we used a non-instrumental outcome prediction task (Kahnt et al., 2014) in which different visual stimuli were deterministically associated either with reward (CHF 0.20) or with no reward (CHF 0.00). In each trial (Fig. 1A), subjects saw one of four visual cues for 0.6 s, followed by a response mapping screen on which they had to indicate the upcoming reward (+, reward; −, no reward, x, unsure) using the index, middle, or ring finger of their right hand. To control for preparatory and motor-related signals, associations between buttons and responses were randomized across trials (i.e., in different trials, different buttons had to be pressed to indicate +, −, and x). The response mapping screen stayed on for a total of 1.5 s and was followed by the presentation of the outcome (1 s). Trials were separated by a variable intertrial interval (1.9 = 9.9 s, mean 3.5 s). To control for the visual features of the cues and the outcomes, two different sets of cue-outcome pairs were used. With one pair, the outcomes were shown after different stimulus sets, we ensured that decoding accuracy is only related to what is common between the two cue-outcome pairs of each set (i.e., reward information) and not related to the visual features of the cues paired with reward and no reward. Moreover, because decoding accuracy.
was computed based on model predictions in independent test data, and not based on model fits in the training data, this cross-validation procedure is completely insensitive to potential noise fitting (i.e., overfitting) in the training data (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009).

**Group level analysis.** To identify brain regions where decoding accuracy differed between the two groups, the subject-wise decoding accuracy maps were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm FWHM and entered into voxelwise two-sample t tests. This generated a voxelwise whole-brain t-map reflecting the statistical significance of the group differences in decoding accuracy. Except for exploratory analyses, we corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster-level by applying a whole-brain FWE-corrected threshold of \(<0.05\).

**Univariate analysis.** To test for changes in the reward-related fMRI signal between groups, we performed a conventional univariate analysis. This analysis was performed on the smoothed time series data. The GLM contained the same regressors (four regressors for the four cue-outcome pairings) and the six movement parameters. Subject-wise linear contrast images were computed for reward minus no reward and entered into voxelwise two-sample t tests for group analysis.

**Results**

**Behavior**

One and a half hours before the experiment, subjects received a pill containing either placebo (N = 24) or 400 mg of the D2-receptor blocker amisulpride (N = 27) in a randomized parallel double-blind design. Previous studies have shown that a single dose of 400 mg of sulpiride (similar to amisulpride) occupies -30% of D2 receptors in the striatum (Mehta et al., 2008). To reveal reward representations, subjects performed a noninstrumental outcome prediction task (see Materials and Methods) in which visual cues deterministically (100% cue-outcome contingency) predicted reward or no reward. In each trial, subjects saw one cue and were asked to indicate the upcoming outcome on a randomized response mapping screen before the actual outcome was shown (Fig. 1A). Two different pairs of cues predicted reward or no reward either in the form of coins or numbers (Fig. 1B). To make a correct response on a given trial, subjects had to represent the predicted reward and act on this representation.

Subjects in both groups learned the associations between all visual cues and outcomes before the first scanning run, and maintained high performance throughout scanning (Fig. 1C). In line with the notion that amulsipride induces very little behavioral effects (Rosenzweig et al., 2002), groups did not differ in any behavioral learning or performance parameters. Specifically, a time by group ANOVA on the percentage of correct responses revealed a significant effect of time (F(59,2891) = 23.30, \(p < 0.001\)), but no effect of group (amisulpride vs placebo, F(1,49) = 1.42, \(p = 0.24\)), and no group by time interaction (F(59,2891) = 0.93, \(p = 0.62\)). To capture potential differences in learning speed between groups, we estimated the learning rate (\(\alpha\)) of a simple reinforcement learning (RL) model (Sutton and Barto, 1998; Kahnt et al., 2009). Mirroring task performance, the individual learning rates did not differ between groups (amisulpride, \(\alpha = 0.56, \pm 0.07\); placebo, \(\alpha = 0.64, \pm 0.06\); \(t = -0.86, p = 0.39\)). Testing for reward-specific effects, a group (amisulpride vs placebo) by reward (reward vs no reward) ANOVA on the percentage of correct responses (Fig. 1D) did not reveal a significant main effect of group (F(1,49) = 1.375, \(p = 0.25\)), reward (F(1,49) = 0.238, \(p = 0.63\)), or a group by reward interaction (F(1,49) = 0.001, \(p = 0.98\)). A corresponding ANOVA on response times (RTs) revealed a significant effect of reward (F(1,49) = 128.10, \(p < 0.001\); faster responding in reward than no reward trials) but no significant effect of group (F(1,49) = 0.27, \(p = 0.61\)), and no group by reward interaction (F(1,49) = 0.27, \(p = 0.61\)). In summary, these results demonstrate that groups were well matched with regard to behavioral performance, and that neural reward signals can therefore be compared between groups independent of potentially confounding differences in behavior or learning.

**Prefrontal reward signals**

We revealed neural reward signals by applying multivoxel pattern-based decoding techniques. Specifically, using a searchlight-decoding approach (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006; Haynes et al., 2007) and linear SVC we searched for information about reward value that is contained in locally distributed multivoxel patterns of fMRI activity (see Materials and Methods). To avoid confounds related to the specific (e.g., visual) features of the cues and to ensure that classifier performance is only driven by reward information, we used a cross-classification procedure. Specifically, we trained the SVC model on the multivoxel response patterns acquired during the presentation of one set of cue-outcome pairs (reward vs no reward), and tested it on the multivoxel response patterns evoked by the other set of cue-outcome pairs (Fig. 2A).

We hypothesized that D2-receptor blockade should reduce the D2-mediated weakening of prefrontal representations (Seamans and Yang, 2004) and thus enhance fMRI pattern separation between reward and no reward trials, which in turn should increase decoding accuracy in the amisulpride group. In line with this prediction, we found significantly (\(p_{\text{FWE-corr}} < 0.05\)) higher decoding accuracies in the medial OFC (MNI coordinates [x, y, z], [-2, -30, 33]; \(t = 6.07, p_{\text{FWE-corr}} = 0.012\)) in the amisulpride than the placebo group (Fig. 2B, see Table 1 for results at an uncorrected threshold). A similar effect in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex did not survive correction for multiple comparisons (left middle and superior frontal gyrus, [-27, 14, 55], \(t = 0.56\), \(p_{\text{FWE-corr}} = 0.61\)).
We confirmed the results of the searchlight analysis using an independent region of interest analysis in anatomically defined subregions of the OFC (medial, central, and lateral OFC; Fig. 4A). Training and testing the SVC on the activity patterns within these anatomical regions (using the cross-classification procedure described above) revealed enhanced reward representation with D2-receptor blockade in the medial OFC ($t = 2.67, p = 0.01$, one-tailed) but not the central ($t = 1.55, p = 0.13$) and lateral OFC ($t = 1.50, p = 0.14$, Fig. 4B). Moreover, pattern separation and pattern consistency over time were significantly enhanced in the amisulpride relative to the placebo group in the anatomically defined medial OFC (pattern separation, $t = 2.17, p = 0.02$; pattern consistency $t = 2.69, p = 0.005$, one-tailed), but not in the central OFC (pattern separation, $t = 1.24, p = 0.11$; pattern consistency, $t = 1.31, p = 0.10$, one-tailed) or the lateral OFC (pattern separation, $t = 1.21, p = 0.11$; pattern consistency, $t = 1.34, p = 0.09$, one-tailed).

To examine the effects of amisulpride on mean BOLD signals, we performed a standard univariate analysis (see Materials and Methods). Univariate BOLD signals in the medial OFC did not differ between groups ($t = -0.83, p = 0.41$). However, an exploratory voxelwise whole-brain analysis revealed elevated activation in reward > no-reward trials in the amisulpride group compared with the placebo group in the ventral striatum ([15, 14, −11], $t = 3.05, p_{uncorr} < 0.005$). Together, these findings suggest that whereas amisulpride may enhance the average reward signal in the ventral striatum, the effects on prefrontal representations are more subtle. Specifically, amisulpride in the prefrontal cortex enhances the decoding of reward information by increasing pattern separation between the reward and no reward trials as well as pattern consistency across time, without changing the mean signal between conditions.

### Other cortical signals

An important question is whether the enhancement of decodability by D2-receptor blockade is specific for reward signals. In principle, amisulpride could generally increase decoding of content-specific signals in cortical areas with substantial D2-receptor density. In a set of post hoc analyses we therefore tested whether amisulpride also enhances decoding of other signals required for task performance. For instance, subjects gave their behavioral response using the index, middle, or ring finger (randomized across trials) of their right hand, which should elicit characteristic activity patterns in premotor and motor cortex of the contralateral hemisphere. Given the presence of D2 receptors in motor cortex (Lidow et al., 1989), amisulpride should enhance decoding of these signals. To test this idea, we decoded the specific motor response that subjects made on a given trial using a leave-one-run-out cross-validation procedure. Specifically, using a searchlight approach we trained and tested a three-class SVC on activity patterns corresponding to the three fingers that were used to make the response. We found significantly higher decoding accuracy in left premotor (BA 6) and primary motor cortex (BA 4, [−51, −10, 43], $t = 3.61, p_{uncorr} < 0.001$) in the

### Table 1. Brain regions with higher decoding accuracy for reward in the amisulpride > placebo group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>MNI coordinate</th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$k$ voxel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medial OFC</td>
<td>−3, 35, −23</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left dorsolateral PFC</td>
<td>−27, 14, 55</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsomedial PFC</td>
<td>−6, 41, 49</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventrolateral PFC</td>
<td>−30, 50, 1</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right inferior TC</td>
<td>54, −43, −8</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left inferior TC</td>
<td>−33, −43, −23</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results thresholded at $p < 0.001$, uncorrected ($K > 15$). TC, temporal cortex.

4.04, $p_{FWE-corr} = 0.058$). Exploratory analyses revealed no significant ($p_{uncorr} < 0.001$) voxels when searching for higher decoding accuracy in the placebo than amisulpride group. The same set of results was obtained when behavioral performance was included as covariate of no interest, demonstrating that (nonsignificant) behavioral differences did not affect our decoding results.

The decoding results described above provide only an abstract picture of the changes induced by amisulpride. We further examined the pattern changes in the OFC using more direct and parsimonious methods. Specifically, we tested whether amisulpride enhances pattern separation between reward and no reward trials in the OFC, by computing the mean squared difference between patterns within these anatomical regions (using the cross-classification procedure described above) revealed enhanced reward representation with D2-receptor blockade in the medial OFC ($t = 2.67, p = 0.01$, one-tailed) but not the central ($t = 1.55, p = 0.13$) and lateral OFC ($t = 1.50, p = 0.14$, Fig. 4B). Moreover, pattern separation and pattern consistency over time were significantly enhanced in the amisulpride relative to the placebo group in the anatomically defined medial OFC (pattern separation, $t = 2.17, p = 0.02$; pattern consistency $t = 2.69, p = 0.005$, one-tailed), but not in the central OFC (pattern separation, $t = 1.24, p = 0.11$; pattern consistency, $t = 1.31, p = 0.10$, one-tailed) or the lateral OFC (pattern separation, $t = 1.21, p = 0.11$; pattern consistency, $t = 1.34, p = 0.09$, one-tailed).

To examine the effects of amisulpride on mean BOLD signals, we performed a standard univariate analysis (see Materials and Methods). Univariate BOLD signals in the medial OFC did not differ between groups ($t = -0.83, p = 0.41$). However, an exploratory voxelwise whole-brain analysis revealed elevated activation in reward > no-reward trials in the amisulpride group compared with the placebo group in the ventral striatum ([15, 14, −11], $t = 3.05, p_{uncorr} < 0.005$). Together, these findings suggest that whereas amisulpride may enhance the average reward signal in the ventral striatum, the effects on prefrontal representations are more subtle. Specifically, amisulpride in the prefrontal cortex enhances the decoding of reward information by increasing pattern separation between the reward and no reward trials as well as pattern consistency across time, without changing the mean signal between conditions.

### Other cortical signals

An important question is whether the enhancement of decodability by D2-receptor blockade is specific for reward signals. In principle, amisulpride could generally increase decoding of content-specific signals in cortical areas with substantial D2-receptor density. In a set of post hoc analyses we therefore tested whether amisulpride also enhances decoding of other signals required for task performance. For instance, subjects gave their behavioral response using the index, middle, or ring finger (randomized across trials) of their right hand, which should elicit characteristic activity patterns in premotor and motor cortex of the contralateral hemisphere. Given the presence of D2 receptors in motor cortex (Lidow et al., 1989), amisulpride should enhance decoding of these signals. To test this idea, we decoded the specific motor response that subjects made on a given trial using a leave-one-run-out cross-validation procedure. Specifically, using a searchlight approach we trained and tested a three-class SVC on activity patterns corresponding to the three fingers that were used to make the response. We found significantly higher decoding accuracy in left premotor (BA 6) and primary motor cortex (BA 4, [−51, −10, 43], $t = 3.61, p_{uncorr} < 0.001$) in the
Dopamine has long been suggested to play a fundamental role in prefrontal functions (Miller and Cohen, 2001). For instance, dopamine D2 signaling and prefrontal representations in humans. In the current study we examined the relationship between dopamine D2 signaling and prefrontal representations in humans. Amisulpride enhances pattern separation in the OFC. Amisulpride enhances pattern separation in the OFC. Amisulpride enhances pattern separation in the OFC. Amisulpride enhances pattern separation in the OFC. Amisulpride enhances pattern separation in the OFC. A, Bar plots depict average squared difference between activity patterns related to reward and no reward. Asterisk depicts significant two-sample t test at $p < 0.05$ (one-tailed). Error bars depict SEM. B, Squared difference between activity patterns related to reward and no reward for a representative subject in the amisulpride group (Ami; left) and in the placebo group (Pla; right). Each pixel represents the squared difference (reward minus no reward) in the activity of one voxel in the medial OFC. The color map represents squared activity difference and is min — max scaled across both displayed patterns. The two subjects were selected such that their average squared pattern difference is close to the mean of their respective group (amisulpride subject average $= 0.57$, placebo subject $= 0.43$ [placebo group average $= 0.42$]).

These results are in line with a dual-state model of prefrontal function (Miller and Cohen, 2001). For instance, dopamine applied to the primate prefrontal cortex enhances the signal-to-noise ratio of pyramidal neurons representing task-relevant stimuli (Jacob et al., 2013). However, effects of dopamine on prefrontal function seem to be receptor specific, as D1- and D2-specific agents differentially affect the activity patterns of prefrontal neurons (Seamans et al., 2001). For instance, a low dose of amisulpride relative to the placebo group (Fig. 5). This suggests that amisulpride enhanced the separation of finger-specific fMRI response patterns in areas of motor cortex that represent the fingers of the right hand (Meier et al., 2008).

In contrast, signals in regions with few D2 receptors, such as visual cue representations in occipital cortex (Lidow et al., 1989), should not be changed by amisulpride. As a control, we used a searchlight approach to decode visual signals independent of value (leave-one-run-out training and testing on left-out run for reward and no reward set I versus reward and no reward set II). In line with the idea that the effects of amisulpride on cortical representations are specific to regions with a high density of D2 receptors, we did not find any significant ($p_{uncorr} > 0.01$) increases (amisulpride > placebo) in the accuracy for visual decoding in early visual areas.

Discussion

In the current study we examined the relationship between dopamine D2 signaling and prefrontal representations in humans. Dopamine has long been suggested to play a fundamental role in prefrontal functions (Miller and Cohen, 2001; Robbins and Arntzen, 2009; D’Ardenne et al., 2012). For instance, dopamine applied to the primate prefrontal cortex enhances the signal-to-noise ratio of pyramidal neurons representing task-relevant stimuli (Jacob et al., 2013). However, effects of dopamine on prefrontal function seem to be receptor specific, as D1- and D2-specific agents differentially affect the activity patterns of prefrontal neurons (Seamans et al., 2001). For instance, a low dose of a D1 agonist applied to the prefrontal cortex sharpens the spatial tuning of task-sensitive neurons in a spatial working memory task (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2007), and blocking prefrontal D1 receptors impairs learning of visuomotor associations (Puig and Miller, 2012). In contrast, D2-receptor antagonists impair cognitive flexibility without altering behavioral performance (Puig and Miller, 2014), or even fail to affect neuronal activity in the prefrontal cortex at all (Sawaguchi et al., 1990). By showing that D2-receptor blockade enhances decoding of reward signals in the human OFC, our study provides evidence for the importance of receptor-specific dopamine action on prefrontal representations in humans.

We found enhanced decoding not only for reward signals in the OFC but also for motor signals in the motor cortex. In contrast, visual signals in occipital areas remained unaltered by amisulpride. Intriguingly, D2-receptor concentration in the primate brain follows an anterior—posterior gradient with the highest concentration in the prefrontal cortex and the lowest concentration in the occipital cortex, with motor cortex falling in between (Lidow et al., 1989). Our results therefore suggest that amisulpride enhances decoding of region-specific information in cortical regions with high D2-receptor density, presumably by enhancing the separation of content-specific response patterns. However, further studies are required to explore the range of signals for which decoding is enhanced by amisulpride.

These results are in line with a dual-state model of prefrontal dopamine, which suggests that activation of D2 and D1 receptors has opposing effects on the strength of network representations (Durstewitz et al., 2000; Seamans et al., 2001). According to the model, when D1 activation predominates (D1-dominated state), only very strong inputs are able to access prefrontal circuits and establish dominant network representations therein. This effect of D1-receptor activation is thought to be mediated by persistent NMDA receptor activation and increased GABAergic inhibition. In contrast, predominant D2 activation (D2-dominated state) is accompanied by reduced GABAergic inhibition allowing multi-
ple inputs to simultaneously establish weak and fragile network representations in the prefrontal cortex. Our results provide support for this model in humans by showing that D2-receptor blockade is sufficient to enhance decoding of prefrontal signals. Specifically, by blocking D2 receptors, amisulpride should have decreased the likelihood of D2-dominated states and increased the likelihood of D1-dominated states (Seamans and Yang, 2004). Hypothetically, this could have strengthened prefrontal representations, which in turn resulted in enhanced fMRI pattern separation and thus improved decoding accuracy. While recent findings call for modifications of this model (Tseng and O'Donnell, 2007), and the proposed mechanism and functional consequences are therefore presently somewhat speculative, the model predicts that D1-receptor antagonists should weaken prefrontal representations relative to placebo. Unfortunately, such agents are currently unavailable for use in humans. It is important to note that this model was originally designed to account for sustained activity in prefrontal cortex, maintaining sensory or mnemonic representations. Nevertheless, similar mechanisms could apply to activity patterns in motor and premotor cortex, maintaining motor representations.

The model described above focuses on how D2-blockade affects prefrontal representations through local effects on D2 receptors (which are located mainly in layer 5), and the regional specificity of our effects is explained most parsimoniously with this local mechanism. However, more indirect routes and mechanisms may fulfill similar functions. For instance, two opposing pathways project from the striatum through the thalamus back to the cortex (Frank et al., 2004). Activity in the direct pathway is thought to facilitate prefrontal representations, whereas activity in the indirect pathway suppresses representations. Interestingly, neurons in the direct and indirect pathway primarily express D1 and D2 receptors, respectively (Aubert et al., 2000). Reduced activation of the indirect versus the direct pathway could therefore have affected the spatial distribution of activity and thus prefrontal signals in our data. Moreover, the striatum and the dopaminergic midbrain (but not the OFC) contain D2 autoreceptors and blocking these could have increased the availability of dopamine in the synaptic cleft. Blocking of D2 autoreceptors could therefore lead to an overall increase of DA function, and in theory would lead to a greater global occupancy of D1 receptors, especially if D2 receptors are concurrently blocked by amisulpride. Finally, blocking D2 receptors could have shifted the tonic/phasic balance toward D1/NMDA-mediated phasic activity (Goto and Grace, 2005) and thus increased separation of patterns coding reward and no reward.

In the current experiment, we used a simple task to ensure that behavioral performance was matched across groups, allowing a straightforward interpretation of the neural effects. In general, however, it would be interesting to test the effects of enhanced cortical representations on behavioral performance. For instance, if D2-receptor blockade decreases the ability to flexibly switch between prefrontal representations, amisulpride may reduce distractibility at the cost of reduced cognitive flexibility and increased perseveration (Mehta et al., 2004). Future experiments are needed to test the behavioral markers of altered prefrontal representations.

Phasic increases in dopamine are thought to play a major role in motivation, reward processing, and RL (Berridge and Robinson, 1998; Pessiglione et al., 2006; Bromberg-Martin et al., 2010; Schultz, 2013). Specifically, unpredicted rewards and reward-predictive stimuli activate dopamine neurons (Tobler et al., 2005) and concomitant dopamine release in striatum and prefrontal cortex (Hart et al., 2014) could play a role in implementing behavioral functions. For instance, dopamine is thought to signal reward prediction errors that drive RL (Schultz, 2013). Interestingly, whereas previous studies show reduced RL when blocking dopamine receptors using haloperidol (Pessiglione et al., 2006), individually estimated learning rates of an RL model did not differ in our experiment. This is in line with the fact that amisulpride has generally very limited effects on behavior (Rosenzweig et al., 2002) and learning (Eiseenegger et al., 2014), and corroborates the notion that many of the reinforcing effects of dopamine arise only when both D1 and D2 receptors are stimulated (Wise, 2006).

Of note, amisulpride is one of the few relatively selective drugs affecting dopaminergic neurotransmission available for human use. However, D3 and 5-HT7 receptors are also modulated by amisulpride. The D3 receptor belongs to the D2-like family of dopaminergic receptors, activation of which inhibits the formation of cAMP. Thus, it is likely that D3-receptor activation also opposes D1-receptor activation (which facilitates cAMP formation), along with comparable effects on the strength of prefrontal representations. In contrast, very little is known about the effects of 5-HT7 receptor activation on cognitive functioning, except for a role in memory formation, sleep, and psychiatric disorders (Gasbarri and Pompili, 2014). In general, however, the neuro-modulator serotonin (5-HT) has been suggested to play a role in punishment processing and aversive learning (Cools et al., 2008), and has been hypothesized to act as an opponent to dopamine (Daw et al., 2002). Thus, given the role of 5-HT in aversive processing, we believe it is unlikely that 5-HT7-receptors contributed to the effects of amisulpride observed in the current study.

In summary, here we have shown a link between dopamine and prefrontal signals, supporting a dual-state model of prefrontal dopamine in which the strength of network representations can be enhanced by blocking D2 receptors. Thus, our results link a theory that is derived from nonhuman animal models of dopamine receptor functioning to human prefrontal function. By suggesting a mechanism by which prefrontal representations can be manipulated, our results have important implications for the treatment of cognitive dysfunctions. Specifically, high doses of amisulpride (400–1200 mg/d) are widely used in the management of positive symptoms in schizophrenia (Curran and Perry, 2001), which include disordered thoughts and speech, hallucinations, and delusions. Such symptoms could result from multiple weak cognitive representations, suggesting that the enhancement of cognitive representations may be an important aspect of the therapeutic drug effect. This potential mechanism also has implications for the management of other psychiatric disorders that are characterized by enhanced cognitive flexibility and attentional deficits such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder.
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